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cardiology, oncology, and neurology. There are new emissive tomographs with two or three
detectors under working out, which allow to carry out emissive tomography in a minimum
time and with high solution. A weak point in the radionuclear diagnostics is relatively not
high spatial solution of apparatus. In the first place it concerns emissive tomographs and to
least degree positronic tomographs. Therefore the new tendency in the development of
methods of diagnostics and apparatus is appearance of combined methods and apparatus,
which connects emissive tomography with X-ray and NMR- tomography.

Earliest apparatus of this class was working out for researching of animals and
represented small combined with X-ray and NMR- tomograph. To day in the world appeared
first such apparatus for patients - emissive tomograph combined with X-ray. These are works
of the firms of CTI and Siemens. A first apparatus is in the Pittsburgh and gives good results.
And second working out - is the emissive tomograph combined with X-ray tomograph,
which is now in the commercial offer of the firm of General Electric. It allows at the same
time not only to see inclusion our preparation into some pathologic process, organ, especially
at the oncologic diseases, but also sharply determine spatial localization by the picture
tomographic cut.

Other technical novelty, which is known and taking root at the market, is the working out
of the firm ADAC. This is a block of coincidence for carrying out positronic researches on
the emissive tomograph and block to correct of absorption, which considerably improves a
quality of scinthygraphic image and allows to raise a sharpness of diagnostics. In the same
time with it exist and are under working out specialized gamma-cameras and gamma-
tomographs in the first place for such fields as cardiology, oncology (scinthymammography),
researching of cerebrum and others.

If talk is about an equipment of the sections of radionuclear diagnostics, then manyprofile
hospital or institute must have universal tomographic gamma camera with a large fielde for
all types of research and specialized apparatus for the research of different organs (heart,
cerebrum, thyroid gland, scinthymammography).
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Development of cancer chemotherapy is tightly bound with investigation of biological
activity of different compounds on in vitro test systems.

Our research has been directed on definition of sensitivity of the cell line KML removed
by us from passed of mice melanoma B-l 6.
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We had been investigated action of 18 clinical antineoplastic preparations of different
classes: alcylating - sarcolysinum, thiophosphamidum, dopcrn, fhthordopan; antimethabolites
- cytararibinum, methotrexatum, 6-mercaptopurinwn, 5-fhthorouracilum, fhthorafur;

antineoplastic antibiotics- adriamycinum, neomycinum, rubomycinum, bruneomycinum,

carminomycinum, olivomycinum; plant substances - vinblastinum, colchaminum (component
of ointment which used at treatment of skin cancer) and other - carboplatin.

Cytotoxic effect of preparations estimated two methods - radiometric on inclusion of 3H
- timidine in cells and spectrophotometric by definition of total amount nucleic acids and
protein.

For this purpose KML cells passed in quantity of 120 thousand in 3 ml of nutrient
medium RPM1 1640, 10 % calf embryo serum in bottles and after 24 hours entered
substances in dozes from 0,01 up to 100 ug/ml. Contact of substances to cells was 24 hours,
then 10 u,Ci H - timidine was injected on bottles at 1 hour. Cells transferred on GFC-filters,
washed from not connected label. Filters transferred in scintillation liquid and a level of a
radio-activity determined on P-counter.

All tested clinical preparations appeared active within the criteria of activity, thus the
radiometric method was more sensitive, than spectrophotometric.

Thus, testing results of model have shown that stable cell line KML was sensitive to
action of 18 clinical preparations with various mechanisms of action by different estimations
of damaging action. This model can be used for biological activity of new potential
cancerolytics prescreening.

This work was supported by the Center of Science and Technology of the Republic of
Uzbekistan (4F-4.19).
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Periodically increasing and decreasing enthusiasm has accompanied the studies of medical
significance of human hair elemental composition for at least two decades. In this field,
nuclear analytical methods play an extremely important role, especially the instrumental
neutron activation analysis (INAA). This paper tries to add some new knowledge to this
problem.

There were collected and analyzed hair samples from 2 500 practically healthy inhabitants
of Uzbekistan. This allowed to estimate average concentrations of elements and intervals of
concentration for normal population. Average data for 11 regions of Uzbekistan were
compared with medical statistics data for these regions. There were found significant
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